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(pic) getAbstract available free to
members

FREE FOR MEMBERS
getAbstract information resource

The benefits we offer at CFA Society New Zealand extend beyond our programming and
events. Your membership also gives you access to getAbstract (available to CFA
Institute members, does not include Associate Members).

getAbstract finds and summarizes the best business books, articles, podcasts, and video
talks from the world’s leading authors and most innovative thinkers. The summaries are
easy to digest and take just 10 minutes to read.

Register today to take advantage of this exclusive member benefit
1. Visit https://www.getabstract.com/signup/cfa
2. Enter your business email, first name, and last name, and create a password
3. An email will be sent to you immediately
4. Click on "Activate your account" within the email

Want to learn more about getAbstract? Watch this short video to see how you can find
content tailored to you and your interests.

Our contract with LinkedIn Learning has recently ended, please email Kylee if you have
unfinished courses you want to complete - we are able to offer a temporary solution. We're
are still working on another professional development resource for all society members.

WHAT'S COMING UP

NETWORKING / DRINKS
Auckland, Wellington,
Christchurch
Come along after work and catch-up with
others in your CFA community
More info / register

Luncheon; Climate change
analysis in the investment
process
2 July, Auckland (will be recorded)
Sold out but please join the waitlist
Mary Leung , CFA will present the findings of
CFA Institute Asia-Pacific Research Exchange's
research report, including: what investors can do
to prepare themselves; an overview of selected
global reporting frameworks; the global regulatory
outlook. Lucas Kengmana will discuss NZ
SuperFund's Climate Change Investment
Strategy and Climate Change Analysis Change
Valuation Framework. More info / register

Thanks to event sponsors NZ Super Fund and ARX

INVESTMENT CONFERENCE 2021

We're pleased to open registrations to the headline event of our society's upcoming
conference.

This year's conference will be a series of events in different locations, including Wellington
and Christchurch. Registrations will be taken separately for each event.

We try to achieve diversity and have a range of speakers throughout the conference
series.

Maximising opportunities for progress
Wednesday 11 August, 9-10am - to be followed by refreshments
ANZ, Albert Street, Auckland
Cameron Bagrie, Rob Campbell and Matt Goodson, with Craig Stobo as moderator, will
discuss the theme of the conference; Accelerating investment trends post-covid. We'll

hear their views on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats facing the finance
industry.
Free for members More info/register

With thanks for our conference sponsor, ANZ

WHAT WE'VE BEEN UP TO

Many thanks to those who contributed their time and expertise for the events
below

An afternoon at ANZ for winning Otago Uni students
Rosie Jerram shares her recent experience with ANZ

Due to the unfortunate circumstances of COVID-19, this year's CFA Institute Research
Challenge Asia-Pacific Regional competition was held over Zoom, meaning our [University
of Otago] team of five were unable to travel to an exotic location to compete for New
Zealand.

However, thanks to the organisation of Mia Prkusic and the lovely people at ANZ, we
were lucky enough to spend the afternoon at the ANZ Dunedin branch, learning about the
Private Banking operations with Jenny Soper and her team.
As final year University students, we are always keen to get a taste of what the real
financial world looks like, so this was a fantastic opportunity for us. The team walked us
through how a client meeting may go, discussing how to find a client’s true risk and return
preferences and how to then match a fund according to their needs.

Being a top investment team, they were able provide us with insight about how funds can
be adapted to certain market conditions and the sorts of investments they look for in the
short and long term. Having homed in closely to a single firm for the CFA
Institute Research Challenge (Scales Corporation), it was fascinating to hear about how
ANZ conduct their equity research, in New Zealand markets and beyond. An inspiring
afternoon full of lessons and insights.

(Pic above) The winning 2020 Research Challenge team from Otago University, from left: Ben
Taylor, Sam Gouverneur, Rosie Jerram, Lachie McLean, Luke Gordon.
Many thanks to Jenny Soper (CFA Society NZ Associate Member), ANZ and Mia Prkusic

The road to inflation ends at deflation

Dhaval Joshi, BCA Research’s Chief
Strategist, Counterpoint, presented his
thesis and research live from London, with
Craig Stobo live from NZ.
View the recording here.
The article from the BCA
Research Counterpoint
publication; The 'Shock Theory' of
Bond Yields

If you have any questions about the
material, or would like to know more
about BCA Research, please contact
mark.trevena@ndr.bcaresearch.com +61418-637-880

Financial modelling 2: Checking and reviewing a financial
model
Ian Schnoor, CFA demonstrates powerful
tips to check and audit a financial model,
plus an optimal methodology to review a
financial mode
View the recording here and the first
workshop here

CFA candidate spotlight webinar

Jun Kim, CFA did a fabulous job sharing
his experiences of completing the CFA
charter and kick-starting his career. See
his member profile below. Jun was
interviewed by Alvin Hu, CFA.

Patrick Nugent (pictured) from DGA
provided some great insights into a
recruiter's perspective of opportunities and
career paths for CFA charterholders.

INFINZ EVENTS FOR CFA SOCIETY MEMBERS

The following events are being offered to CFA Society NZ members at the INFINZ rate:
•

A principles-based regime for conduct regulation, 10 June - Auckland

•

Climate reporting the journey 6 July - Auckland, 8 July - Wellington

To register, please email events@infinz.com

COMING UP: CFA INSTITUTE & OTHER SOCIETIES

THE AUSTRALIAN SOCIETIES
View all events here
9 June Smart Cities as an Infrastructure Investment More info/register

16 June Inflation Series, Session II: A history of Inflation; using history to guide a contemporary
context More info/register

ARX (CFA Institute Asia Pacific Research Exchange)
Access content here

9 June ESG and Sustainability: The International Policies and Reporting Frameworks that
Investors Cannot Ignore More info/register

Upcoming & recorded
webinars from CFA Society
New York
Access content such as recordings and
information about upcoming events here

June 23 Infrastructure as an Asset Class in Today’s Environment
Recent dramatic shifts in the investment landscape have defined new necessities for communities and
businesses, driving demand for capital in particular infrastructure subsectors.

July 14 Midyear Market Outlook
Register now and join us for an evening of virtual networking, detailed discussion, and diverse insight from
established market participants.

INDUSTRY JOBS

Economist - NZIER
Are you ready to fast track your economics career? NZIER is looking for an economist with 2-5
years’ experience to join us in either our Wellington or Auckland office (preferably Auckland).
You need to have good writing and quantitative skills, preferably with a background in
macroeconomics and forecasting.
This role is an opportunity to work with former business and public service senior executives
and a wide range of private, public and NGO clients.
NZIER is a membership-based economics consultancy with a Public Good Programme, so you
will also have an opportunity to support NZIER’s thought leadership in addressing the economic
challenges in New Zealand society.
If you have an economics degree, intellectual curiosity, and a desire to support good decisionmaking we look forward to hearing from you.
Please submit your Cover Letter and CV or email any queries to hr@nzier.org.nz by 5pm
Sunday 20th June 2021. Job description available on request. Must be entitled to work in NZ.

Associate Research Analyst, Institutional Equities - Craigs Investment
Partners
An exciting opportunity has opened up in our Institutional Research team, based in Auckland,
for an entry level Associate Research Analyst role. The role will include support for the lead
analyst covering NZ’s leading companies in the software, dairy and healthcare sectors. The
ideal candidate will have one to two years direct experience in equity analysis, corporate
finance or accounting with a leading employer in their respective field, although as this is an
entry level role outstanding graduates will also be considered. Prerequisite qualifications to be
considered include either a postgraduate degree in Accounting & Finance with a strong GPA,
or CFA (Stage II or better) combined with another postgraduate degree. Experience with
Bloomberg will be seen as an advantage, but is not essential.

We are looking for an enthusiastic self-starter with a passion for investing and markets, who is
keen to make their mark on this high performing team. If this sounds like you, please submit
your application to www.craigsip.com/careers. Academic transcripts should also be submitted
with application details.

MEMBER PROFILE

Jun Kim, CFA, CA
Senior Analyst, Balance Sheet
Design, Financial Markets
Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Jun is our society's Ambassador at
Reserve Bank of New Zealand. If you are
a member or candidate working there,
please let him know.

What are some of your career highlights so far?
•

At RBNZ, working at the central bank during COVID-19 and watching how
monetary policies are developed from a close-up.

•

At EY, being a key audit staff for auditing an entire loans and advances book
($80bn+) of a commercial bank.

•

At ANZ, working on a climate change project and presenting our findings to CRO.

What do you like most about your job/industry?
I really like the problem-solving and collaborative nature of my role. Everyone in the
organisation shares the same vision and is passionate to achieve the mandates. It is surely
one of the most interesting times to be in the central banking industry and I am grateful for
the opportunity to be a part of the team.

What are your interests outside work?
I am not an athlete but I like to stay reasonably active, playing occasional baseball and
football when I get the chance during or after work. I am also trying for a half marathon
later in the year, so wish me luck!

Make a prediction for 2026
Covid-19 is in the history books (fingers crossed), all borders are mostly reopened but
require mandatory vaccine passports, 5G network has become the norm with 6G tech

development well under progress, and lastly ESG policies are embedded in operations and
cultures of businesses.

